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Hounded

REFORMS TO SAVE DOGS
Political pressure is set to be exerted
on the multimillion-dollar greyhound
industry.
Green Party MP Mojo Mathers
confirmed to the Sunday Star-Times
that increased safeguards for racing
dogs would be part of reforms she is
set to propose for the Animal Welfare
Act.
‘‘I am working on this issue to
achieve some awareness and
change,’’ Mathers said.
‘‘Part of this work will be to identify
any parliamentary actions that need
taking from. If the law were applied
properly we wouldn’t have this
problem.
‘‘I am focusing my attention on the
review of the Animal Welfare Act due
later this year. The welfare of working
animals such as greyhounds will be
part of that.
‘‘I am concerned about the lack of
regulation of this industry when it is
seeing so many accidental deaths and
having to euthanise so many animals
all for an activity that is for our
entertainment.’’
Mathers said she believed that
greyhounds were ‘‘suffering’’ from a
lack of regulation. She said greater
protection needed to be put into law
for the dogs’ welfare.
‘‘I do think that there is something
fundamentally wrong about a sport
when so many animals end up
dying,’’ she said.
‘‘There’s no justification for that.’’
Mathers said racing dogs were
treated as ‘‘commodities’’.
She said the industry needed to
take responsibility for the whole life of
greyhounds which were bred for
racing. Mathers also called for the
growing practice of New Zealand
greyhounds being exported to Asia
for both racing and breeding to be
ended.
‘‘The live export of animals is cruel
anyway and sending them to be used
in an industry with such limited
regulation is irresponsible,’’ she said.

OUT
The recent trackside deaths of three
racing greyhounds in the space of a
week has reignited the campaign for
the industry to be banned in New
Zealand. Neil Reid investigates.

THEY’RE FINELY tuned athletes
that can reach speeds of up to
70kmh as they hurtle around
hardened sand surfaces.
Kiwi punters place bets worth
millions of dollars each year on the
powerful canines which dash
around New Zealand’s 11 greyhound tracks in hot pursuit of electronic lures.
The ontrack fortunes of racing
dogs is big business in New
Zealand.
In the 2011 financial year, betting topped the $120 million mark,
and $8.7m was paid out to greyhound owners in stake money.
But while Kiwi punters dig deep
to plunge bets on race meetings, a
campaign to ban the industry is
heating up.
The deaths of three canines at
tracks in one week alone in midJuly has reignited calls for greyhound racing to be outlawed, with
the Greyhound Protection League
saying the deaths are just the tip of
the iceberg of the carnage caused
by the gambling industry.
GPL spokesman Aaron Cross –
the proud owner of Pax, a former
racing dog – is leading the
campaign, describing the industry
as an abhorrent abuse of man’s
best friend.
‘‘In New Zealand we value dogs
as companion animals. They are
part of our families in a lot of
cases,’’ Cross told the Sunday StarTimes.
‘‘But that is out of step with the
way that some of these industrial
trainers treat their dogs. All greyhound racing enthusiasts put their
dogs in harm’s way for 30-second
races . . . I firmly believe that is out
of step with our values.
‘‘We understand dogs; we love
dogs. But [greyhounds] are getting
hurt and killed for all the wrong
reasons.
‘‘They do it so gamblers can be
entertained and trainers can make
money.’’
The GPL describes itself as a
‘‘grassroots collective of concerned
individuals’’.
Last month the GPL launched its
latest initiative to exert further
pressure on the greyhound indus-

try, a campaign which claims
research into the number of registered greyhounds in New Zealand
has revealed a staggering 10,000
dogs – including former racers and
their offspring – are ‘‘missing’’.
Cross said that each year our
greyhound population increases
by about 1000 dogs, a figure combining New Zealand-bred puppies
and imported canines from Australia.
On that basis, he said, New
Zealand’s
total
greyhound
population should stand at
between 12,000 to 14,000 dogs.
But a survey carried out by the
GPL – which involved reviewing
local body dog licensing registration records – showed that there
were just 3000 registered greyhounds in New Zealand.
Cross said the figures either
showed greyhound owners weren’t
registering their dogs, or thousands of canines bred for racing
purposes were killed if they didn’t
meet expectations or were past
their racing best.
‘‘It raises a big question,’’ Cross
said. ‘‘Are they just not registering
their dogs or are they dead?
‘‘For years, decades even, racing
enthusiasts have routinely euthanised thousands of non-competitive
greyhounds for the cost-saving
purposes of keeping the better race
performers.’’
Greyhound Racing New Zealand
general manager Jim Leach rubbished GPL’s figure of 10,000 missing dogs when quizzed by the
Sunday Star-Times last week.
He said the welfare of racing
dogs was of paramount importance to GRNZ, both before and
after their competitive careers.
‘‘For various reasons there may
be dogs that get put down because
people don’t have any use for
them,’’ Leach said. ‘‘But we certainly wouldn’t encourage anything but people going to a vet and
having it done humanely.
‘‘I think Aaron’s suggestion is
that there is some sort of wild west
activity going on out there with
people shooting dogs. If we were to
be made aware of it, we would certainly be jumping up and down
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Dog’s life: Aaron Cross with his dog Pax, a former racing greyhound. Cross is the spokesman for the Greyhound Protection
League and wants to shut down greyhound racing.
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with the people who were involved
in that.’’
The Greyhounds as Pets (Gap)
initiative – which GRNZ funds to
the tune of about $300,000 a year –
had seen several hundred exracers being adopted as family
dogs. Leach said GRNZ was looking to increase Gap’s budget and
funding the purchase larger premises to care for retired racing dogs
which had been put up for adoption.
It was an area that Cross said
needed urgent action, describing
the level of current funding as
‘‘embarrassing’’ to the racing
industry.
He said between 120 and 140 exracing dogs successfully found a
new home through the Gap programme each year.
‘‘Of course, not all greyhounds
die once they no longer earn, and
the Greyhounds as Pets adoption
scheme has helped a few hundred
greyhounds,’’ he said.
Cross said the sad plight of many
of the ‘‘missing 10,000’’ was the
final indignation to dogs that had
already endured years of abuse so
punters could get their betting fix.
He acknowledged there were

For years, decades even, racing
enthusiasts have routinely euthanised
thousands of non-competitive greyhounds for
the cost savings purposes of keeping the better
race performers.
Aaron Cross

trainers who provided good living
quarters and cared for their pedigree racing dogs.
But he stressed the nature of the
industry was such that there was
no such thing as a 100 per cent
ethical greyhound trainer.
‘‘Even the ones that do look after
their dogs, and do everything right
– they are still fundamentally risking their dog’s lives in 30-second
races for money,’’ Cross said.
‘‘I will whitewash everyone with
that brush. We are talking about
everyone involved in the racing
industry, not just the bad ones that
shoot 20 dogs a month. Everyone
has part of the blame.’’
Cross’s stance has put him
clearly in the crosshairs of the pro-

racing community.
He says he has been the victim
of online slurs, including veiled
threats and calls for his residential
address to be outed.
‘‘It is more at a personal level,’’
Cross said.
‘‘There is a Facebook group that
started, a handful of noisy enthusiasts. They were posting images of
me online that they had found and
would write, ‘He is a goner now’.
‘‘Another one posted that they
wanted to know where I lived.’’
Leach says the racing industry
has also been the target of smear
campaigns by its detractors.
He said it was ‘‘irritating’’ that
sponsors had been sent messages
making ‘‘outrageous statements’’

about the plight of racing dogs.
‘‘Obviously their [opponents’]
objective is to put people off sponsoring greyhound racing,’’ Leach
said.
‘‘Provided they keep within the
law there is not much we can do
about that. But if they do overstep
the law in any way we will certainly
be taking legal action to protect
our business.’’
Leach added that GRNZ officials
had previously tried to have positive dialogue with opponents of
the industry, but described those
efforts as a ‘‘waste of time’’.
Leach said the fact that some
dogs were injured could not be
refuted, pointing to similar injuries
to racehorses.
But he said GRNZ was committed to the welfare of all racing
greyhounds.
That included having vets at
attendance for all race meetings.
Any injuries were assessed and
recorded. Injured dogs were not
able to race again until they had
secured a medical clearance.
When asked if greyhound racing
was humane, Leach responded:
‘‘Yes it is. Dogs get injured; even
domestic dogs get injured . . . it is

Green Party MP Mojo Mathers.

a part of a fact of life. What a lot of
people probably don’t realise is
that greyhound racing in New Zealand has been operating since the
middle of the 18th century. It is
licensed by an act of Parliament, it
is very closely monitored . . . we go
to an extreme amount of trouble to
make sure the dogs are looked
after.’’
Despite their philosophical differences, the GPL and GRNZ do
agree on one thing – their mutual
opposition to the growing trend of
dogs being exported to the Asian
betting haven in Macau.
Greyhounds with proven records
are being sent to Macau for both
racing and breeding purposes.
‘‘In Macau, if they don’t get a
place in four races they are euthanised,’’ Cross said.
Even proven race dogs sent for
breeding purposes weren’t exempt
from an uncertain fate once they
had bred future champions.
‘‘The industry will argue that
these dogs are worth $25,000 and
they won’t be mistreated,’’ Cross
said. ‘‘But they are sending these
dogs off for breeding purposes and
it is their offspring that is my
concern.
‘‘And after they have bred a few
litters, what happens?’’
Leach said GRNZ was not
‘‘encouraging’’ New Zealand greyhound owners to export dogs to
Macau.
‘‘Various countries have their
view on the way they manage
animals,’’ Leach said. ‘‘We believe
we have a very high standard here
and quite frankly we haven’t seen
too much evidence that the industry in Macau is adopting the levels
that we would expect.’’
But Leach said the body was
ultimately powerless to stop the
exports.
‘‘If they [the greyhounds] are not
registered to us, and people can
deregister them, then we have no
control over the dogs,’’ he said.
Instead of sending dogs to places
such as Macau, GNZ was looking
to increase the export of live coverage of New Zealand greyhound
races to lucrative Asian markets.
But if Cross and his fellow lobbyists have their way, the days of
footage being beamed into Asian
betting halls will be short-lived.
‘‘I think in time we certainly will
. . . it might take a decade, it might
take longer,’’ he said.
‘‘Greyhound racing has a notorious track record for serious injuries and for too long this activity
has had the trusting support of
gambling patrons. Our message to
punters is to have a good look at
what’s happening behind the
scenes in dog racing.
‘‘When more New Zealanders
are a bit switched on to that, we
will get more support here.’’

